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Typology of indicators

� Substance (obj/subj) v assessment (obj/subj)

Veenhoven, 2002: scheme 1

� Personal quality of life v societal quality of life (quality of society)



Subjective indicators: examples 

Domain „Subjective well-being“

� Life satisfaction (ladder of life, Gallup)

Domain „Health status“

� Self-reported health

Domain „Social connections“

� Percentage of people who have relatives or friends they can count on 

(Gallup)

� emphasis on personal quality-of-life



Subjective indicators: 

examples from the EQLS

Personal QOL:

getting by with income 

life satisfaction 

happiness, domain satisfactions 

Societal quality

anomia

trust/faith in people

confidence in social systems and happiness, domain satisfactions 

positive affect

anxiety scale

…

confidence in social systems and 

political institutions

perception of social conflicts

perception of social justice and 

income distribution

percpetion of ethnic diversity and 

attitudes towards migrants

� Both personal and societal quality-of-life



Strength of subjective 

indicators (I)

� Difficult to assess experiences, perceptions and evaluations objectively

� Needed to complete the picture (otherwise information deficit)

� „New“ welfare concepts are (partly or fully) subjective: SWB; social capital 

(trust); social cohesion

� Needed to understand human action:

�Thomas theorem: „If men define situations as real, they are real in their 

consequences“ (Thomas & Thomas, 1928)

�Social constructivism (Berger & Luckmann, 1966)



Strength of subjective 

indicators (II)

� „Objective only“ runs the risk of overlooking something which matters to 

people (agenda problem)

� Subjective measures often better for charting the whole (index problem; cf. 

Ringen 2006)

� Typically low non-response rates (compare rates for  income satisfaction 

and for earnings/household income)

� Also objective indicators involve some subjectivity



Concerns often raised

1. Objective and subjective factors do not correlate highly with each other

2. Subjective indicators „biased“ (aspirations, comparisons, norms)

⇒ subjective measures are regarded uninformative.

Not convincing: 

� Problematic only if meant to replace objective indicators

� Added value comes from the possibility of an „objective-subjective gap“

E.g. growing financial dissatisfaction in China 1990-2000 (Brockmann, Delhey, 

Welzel, Yuan 2009)

But: more research/information on these biases necessary (not self-explaining)



Typically more
measurement 

problems

Example trust in „most 

people“ – cross-national 

comparability

Radius problem: different 

understanding of „most 

people“

Solution: adjust trust scores 

for different trust radii Delhey, Newton & Welzel, 2011 (Am. Soc. Rev)



SWB as progress measures?

SWB measures are not terribly sensitive to social change (homeostasis; 

adaptation) (Cummins et al)

� Make more use of domain satisfaction?

Analysis: more efforts needed to find out for whom and why SWB 

decreased/increased

Interpretation of stable SWB – no progress, or progress-as-anticipated?

Which story do we tell/sell? Why blaming GDP, and not HDI, GEM, tolerance?



Go beyond SWB

Social reporting should additionally be based on normative concerns (based 

on societal values), which SWB measures may „overlook“ 

(Diener & Suh 1997, p. 194).(Diener & Suh 1997, p. 194).

Perceived quality of society probably also more sensitive to change

But: has ist own (negativity) bias (Eckersley, 2001) = the idea of social malaise

Measuring: questions inviting people to compare presence and past most 

contaminated by the malaise master narrative.



How to combine subjective and objective 

information?

Key question: additive or interactive?

Originally from Wolfgang Zapf



Subjective information we are currently 

missing

1. We need more information on aspiration levels, yardsticks and 

comparison groups (both for personal and societal well-being)

2. Current (summary) measures neglect community/society QOL

[German Welfare Survey 1998: Germany is a society in which one can [German Welfare Survey 1998: Germany is a society in which one can 

live very well (4-point scale: fully agree - fully disagree)]

3. More use of open-ended questions to gather people‘s concerns

(cf. PEW global attitudes survey)



Conclusion: promise too much?

…only when we expect too much from subjective indicators!

� Researchers and policy makers need both types of information

(complement each other)

� SWB is core business, but social reporting should go beyond it (societal � SWB is core business, but social reporting should go beyond it (societal 

well-being) 

� International reporting: More attention to issues of comparability

� Address knowledge gaps (aspirations etc.)

� Think more thoroughly about how to present and explain subjective 

measures to policy makers and the general public


